
Choose from millions of images, graphics, videos, templates, and 3D assets.

Adobe Stock for your business

Adobe Stock is the world’s leading marketplace for creatives. With advanced search, 
native Adobe Creative Cloud integration, and easy billing solutions, Adobe Stock for 
teams offers incredible value to customers of all sizes.

Features and benefits

Comprehensive marketplace 
With 200,000+ fresh images added daily from 700,000+ contributors around the world, Adobe Stock 
offers the most diverse collection of local imagery.

Integrated workflows 

Adobe Stock offers deep, native integration with Creative Cloud apps such as Adobe Photoshop, 

Illustrator, and InDesign with no need to install or manage plug-ins. Adobe Stock also integrates 

with Microsoft PowerPoint and Google Slides. 

Advanced search functionality  
Adobe Stock uses Adobe Sensei machine learning technology to dramatically improve the relevance 
of your search results. You’ll find exactly what you need, faster than ever.

Worry-free licensing and management 
Creative Cloud for teams administrators can easily add or remove members from a single Adobe Stock 
teams plan without worrying about shared login credentials or lost passwords. Shared licenses amongst 
the team and Creative Cloud Libraries allow teams to collaborate effectively.

Trusted service provider 
Adobe Stock is made by the same company that brings you Creative Cloud, so you can count on 
unmatched integration with the world’s best creative apps as well as unparalleled workflow efficiency.

Adobe Stock



Teams subscriptions
Creative Cloud Pro Edition 

subscriptions
Credit Packs

Best for
Smaller teams with limited or project-

based needs for creative assets

Larger creative teams or organizations 
with multiple departments that use 

creative assets on a regular basis

Teams that need video footage and 
exclusive premium content, or more 

flexibility with licensing terms

Key 
benefits

Cost-effective option for typical 
image needs

Unlimited downloads for worry-free 
usage and work without watermarks

Flexible purchase options for access 
to videos and premium content

Unlimited users
Enhanced license for unlimited 

impressions and print runs
Unlimited users

Purchase 
options

Month-to-month or annual plans—
choose from 10/40/750 asset downloads 

per month

Creative Cloud subscription with 
unlimited downloads of standard Adobe 
Stock assets—choose from annual paid 

monthly, or paid up front options
Pack sizes available in 5, 16, 40, 80, 150, 

and 500 credits, with greater volume 
discounts for larger credit packsDoes not require a Creative Cloud 

subscription
Available to customers with more than 
5 Creative Cloud for teams users, and 

requires migration of all users

Content 
access

Standard images, templates, 
and 3D assets

Standard images, templates, 
and 3D assets

Standard and premium content, 
including audio and video footage

Content 
sharing

Available with Creative Cloud Libraries, 
Pooled Licensing, and through 

License History

Available with Creative Cloud Libraries, 
Pooled Licensing, and through 

License History

Available with Creative Cloud Libraries, 
Pooled Licensing, and through 

License History

Licensing
Standard licensing included, extended 

licensing available to purchase separately
Enhanced licensing included for 

unlimited impressions and print runs 
Flexibility to choose standard, enhanced, 

or extended license 

Search
Access to full range of AI-powered 

search features
Access to full range of AI-powered 

search features
Access to full range of AI-powered 

search features

Integration
Native Integration with Creative Cloud 

apps, Microsoft PowerPoint, and 
Google Slides included

Native Integration with Creative Cloud 
apps, Microsoft PowerPoint, and 

Google Slides included

Native Integration with Creative Cloud 
apps, Microsoft PowerPoint, and 

Google Slides included

Which Adobe Stock plan is best for your business?

Adobe Stock offers a comprehensive mix of Individual, Teams, and Enterprise plans to serve 
your business’s needs. Teams plans are best for small and medium businesses with a range 
of budget-friendly plans to meet your needs with collaborative features such as pooled 
licensing, unified license history, and a single shared plan for all of your team members. 

Use the table below to find the right Teams plan for you:
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